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How did you do?
Answers can be obtained by visiting www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/transfertests

These practice papers are designed to:
   • Give your child realistic practice for the Transfer Tests
   • Support and enhance the school curriculum
   • Revise and reinforce learning
   • Provide opportunities to build confidence
   • Help develop examination technique

Brought to you in partnership with TransferTests.co.uk
TransferTests.co.uk was founded in August 2002 and was the first 
website of its kind. TransferTests.co.uk was also the first such business 
to have its products stocked in leading retailers such as Eason’s and WH 
Smith. You can now find them in most EUROSPAR shops, Creighton’s 
garages, Stewart Millar, We are Vertigo, Five Ways Newry, Sheey’s 
Cookstown, Trim Print Armagh, Smyths Newcastle, Lucia Hughes 
Omagh, Magherafelt Copy Shop, Craigavon Office Supplies, McGraths 
Office Supplies, Mourne Office Supplies and BJ McNally. The tests you 
find in the Belfast Telegraph this week do not contain the same 
questions as any of the tests you will find in retailers.

The goal of TransferTests.co.uk is to help children prepare for the AQE 
and GL Transfer tests, providing great materials both on paper and 
online. With tests that mirror the actual examinations, the company’s 
reputation has grown with teachers and tutors recommending the 
products. Whether your child prefers to complete practice papers on a 
mobile, tablet or on paper, TransferTests.co.uk have a product to suit. To 
find out more visit www.TransferTests.co.uk

About the GL Exams
GL examinations are used by 34 PPTC schools as part of the selection 
criteria for year 8 admissions. A list of PPTC schools can be found at 
www.pptcni.com. On the day of the examinations children will sit one 
English paper and one Maths paper, both of which are in a multiple 
choice format. Before the main examinations there will be a practice and 
familiarisation session during which children can complete practice 
questions and get used to the exam format.  They will get time for a 
break before they start the main papers.

During the examinations, the children will use an answer sheet to record their 
answers. For the purposes of this practice paper where an answer booklet has not 
been provided, children should mark their answers on the paper itself. When the 
GL examination results are issued, each child will receive a standardised mark.

GL English paper:
   • 60 questions
   • 50 minutes to complete – children taking the test in January 2021 will be 
  allowed 60 minutes
   • To answer the questions pupils must choose from one or two of five multiple 
  choice options, completing their answers on an answer booklet.

GL Maths paper:
   • 45 questions
   • 45 minutes to complete - children taking the test in January 2021 will be 
  allowed 50 minutes
   • To answer the questions pupils must choose from one or two of five multiple  
  choice options, completing their answers on an answer booklet.

ENGLISH
Ready? Let’s get started!
Read the following carefully before you begin:
   • Do not turn this page until you are told to do so.
   • There are 60 multiple-choice questions to answer in 50 mins - children 
  taking the test in January 2021 will be allowed 60 minutes.
   • Read each question carefully before stating your answer.
   • Once you have selected your answer from the options given, mark it 
  carefully. 
   • Work as quickly and as carefully as you can.
   • You may do rough working on a separate sheet of paper.
   • If you make a mistake, rub it out as carefully as you can and mark your 
  new answer.
   • If you are not sure of an answer, choose the one you think is best.
   • You may read each question and check your answers as many times
      as you want.

Flip over for AQE Style Practice Paper 2

BROUGHT TO YOU IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

transfertests.co.uk, Schooltests.org & transfertests.com

GL Style Practice Paper 2 - English
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Read this passage and answer the questions which follow.

Mammals
Mammals live on land, at sea, in the air and under the ground.  All mammals, from bats to whales, share a number of 
important traits that make them different from other animals.  Mammals are warm-blooded, they have fur or hair, and most 
mammals give birth to live young (rather than laying eggs).  For a wild animal, surviving each day can be hard.  Carnivores 
use speed, strength, and intelligence to catch a meal.  

Prey species often have to think fast to protect themselves.  What would you do if you were being chased by a predator?  
Probably the same thing most wild animals do: run and hide.  Prairie dogs dive into their burrows.  Squirrels head for safety 
in trees.  The House Mouse rushes for cover – like behind your fridge!  Male Elk and Moose have huge antlers but do not 
often use them as weapons.  Instead, they use their razor-sharp hooves.  Predators like Mountain Lions or wolves are close 
to the ground and easy to kick.  Some mammals have colouring that helps them blend in with their environment.  This is 
called camouflage.  The Snowshoe Hare is brown in the summer, white in the winter, and brown and white in the spring 
when the ground is patched with snow.  The Mountain Lion is a superb hunter.  It can leap more that 20 feet in a single 
bound and run faster than a deer for short distances.  Mountain Lions creep up close to their prey and then leap onto the 
victim’s back, holding it long enough to deliver a bite on the neck.

Mammals eat many kinds of foods – plants, meat, fish, insects.  Their teeth are designed for what they eat.  Sharp pointed 
teeth are best for tearing flesh, while broad flat teeth are good for grinding up vegetation.  Many carnivores (meat eaters), 
such as lions and wolves, are fast-moving predators that can run down prey.  Their long sharp canine teeth are designed for 
grabbing onto and stabbing other animals.  Killer Whales behave much like land carnivores, chasing and killing seals, fish, 
and penguins.  The Walrus, a carnivore, rakes the ocean floor with its long tusks, looking for clams to eat.

Answer the following questions.  Look back over the passage.  You should choose the best answer and tick 
the appropriate option.

1.	 What	is	camouflage?

A. A type of fabric
B. When animals blend in with their environment
C. An animal that eats meat
D. An animal that is brown in the summer
E. An animal that is white in winter

2.	 Which	of	the	following	is	TRUE	about	mammals?

A. They live in the air and under the ground
B. They live on land, at sea and in the air
C. They live at sea, on land, in the air and under the ground
D. They live under the ground and at sea
E. They live in space

3.	 What	do	most	animals	do	when	being	attacked	by	predators?

A. Run and hide B. Stay in one place  C. Attack the predator D. Walk slowly away  E. Continue eating

4.	 What	do	Male	Elk	and	Moose	use	as	weapons?

A. Their antlers B. Their hooves C. Their bark  D. Their back  E.Their teeth

5.	 What	is	the	correct	term	for	the	following	type	of	word:	‘warm-blooded’?

A. Compound word  B. Alliterative word  C. Figurative word     D. Complex word         E. Combination word

6.	 What	colour	is	a	Snowshoe	Hare	in	the	Spring?

A. Brown  B. White  C. Black  D. Brown and white  E. Black and brown
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7.	What	is	a	carnivore?	A	mammal	that...
A.  only eats plants  B.  eats meat  C.  only eats fish  D.  eats insects E.  only eats seafood

8.		How	high	can	a	Mountain	Lion	leap?	More	than...
A.  20 meters  B.  30 feet   C.  20 feet  D.  30 meters  E.  50 meters

9.		What	types	of	food	do	mammals	eat?
A.  Plants, meat, fish & insects   B.  Plants & meat   C.  Insects, meat & plants   D.  Plants, meat & fish   E.  Insects & plants

10.	What	type	of	teeth	are	good	at	eating	vegetation?
A.  Sharp pointed teeth      B.  Short teeth     C.  Broad flat teeth     D.  Long teeth     E.  Short flat teeth

The	following	two	passages	contain	a	number	of	mistakes.		You	have	to	find	the	mistakes.		On	each	line	
there is either one or no mistake.  Find the group of words in which there is a mistake and circle the letter 
underneath it.  If there is no mistake, circle N.

First, look for spelling mistakes in the passage below.

16.     Religion played    a very important           part in every      aspect of people’s 
   A   B   C   D    N

17.            lives in medieval        England. People        beleived that        God controlled 
   A   B   C   D    N

18.             everything that            happened          including disease,   bad luck and
   A   B   C   D    N

19.                 the weather.      The church was the     center of village   life and it had
   A   B   C   D    N

20.             a lot of influence         over people.        For this reason,      English kings were
   A   B   C   D    N

21.           not completely    in charge of there lands.   The Roman Catholic   Church was
   A   B   C   D    N

22.          also very powerful.    Arguments often            broke out        between the King
   A   B   C   D    N

23.              and the Church         over who was       most important  and who should
   A   B   C   D    N

24.                 control the          Chuch in England.       One serious disagreement that
   A   B   C   D    N

25.                    broke out           eventually led           to a viscious        and bloody murder.
   A   B   C   D    N
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Now look for punctuation mistakes.

26.           Harold Godwinson, Earl of Wessex was part of the  most powerful, noble
   A   B   C   D    N

27.            family of England in the reign of Edward. His father       had helped
   A   B   C   D    N

28.       Edward become King. The English throne-    had been in   Danish hands
   A   B   C   D    N

29.             before Edward      was King.     The King of Norway    also felt he
   A   B   C   D    N

30.                  had a valid    claim to the  English throne.   His claim was
   A   B   C   D    N

31.             through one of,        the Danish kings     who ruled         between 1040 and
   A   B   C   D    N

32.            1042. This causes lots of problems   for the King.  He was afraid!
   A   B   C   D    N

33.             of what might       happen if someone   tried to force       him out of power
   A   B   C   D    N

Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow.

All religions contain different beliefs and facts.  Beliefs are things that people believe and accepT as true, even though they 
cannot usually be proved.  Facts are things that people know are true because they have evidence. There are at least four 
different types of belief: a prediction, a theory, faith and value.

There are many different types of truth: moral, religious, personal, historical, musical and mathematical truths, for example.  
They become more reliable depending upon the evidence, value or credibility people place on them.
People have often looked to subjects like science and logic to prove the existence of God.  Some people argue that the world 
can’t have started from nothing, for example.  They say that there must have been a ‘cause and effect’ and that God must 
have been the cause.  Other people base their religious beliefs on personal (and often) spiritual experiences.  None of these 
things are total proof of the existence of God.

34.	Which	of	the	following	would	best	describe	‘something	that	is	known	to	be	true’?

A. Statement  B. Fact  C. Expression  D. View  E. Opinion

35.	How	many	different	types	of	beliefs	are	there?

A. One  B. Two   C. Three  D. Four  E. Five

36.	Which	word	in	the	first	paragraph	is	closest	in	meaning	to	the	statement	‘information	that	supports	facts’?

A. Beliefs  B. Evidence  C. Facts  D. Prediction  E. Faith

37.	Which	word	in	the	second	paragraph	is	closest	in	meaning	to	the	‘ability	to	be	trusted’?

A. Truth  B. Moral  C. Religious  D. Value  E. Reliable
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The	following	four	words	are	used	in	the	passage:	reliable,	people,	looked,	different.		Tick	the	correct	box	in	
the table below to show which of the four words is used as an adjective, a verb, a noun or an adverb.

42.	Where	would	you	normally	find	a	passage	such	as	the	one	above?

 A.  In a fiction text          B.  In a non-fiction text          C.  Science fiction          D.  Mystery          E.  Legal thriller

43.	Which	of	these	is	not	described	as	a	type	of	belief?

 A.  Prediction          B.  Theory          C.  Faith          D.  Value          E.  Science

44.	Which	of	the	following	would	be	an	appropriate	title	for	this	passage?

 A. Morals          B. Science          C. Beliefs           D. Origins          E. Spiritual

45.	The	word	‘God’	in	the	passage	has	a	capital	letter.		Is	this	correct?

 A. Yes          B. No

Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow.

Most of North America was (and is) just not very good for people to live in, which is why not that many people lived in North 
America before 1500 AD.  In the north, it’s too cold to support very many people.  The winters are too long to grow crops, 
and there isn’t enough plant life growing wild to support people unless there is a lot of land for each Person.

In the south-west, there are huge desserts, and even most of the way up the Pacific coast (in what is now California) it is 
generally too dry for farming.  You can only farm that land by using irrigation, and that’s what the early Pueblo people did.
But you shouldn’t think from this that the environment was always the same, never changing.  In fact it did change a good 
deal between the last Ice Age partly because of natural factor’s and partly because of things people did.  During the Ice Age, 
when people crossed over the land bridge from East Asia, North America was partly covered with glaciers.  All of the northern 
part of North America lay under thick sheets of ice, all year round.

46.	In	which	line	has	a	capital	letter	been	used	incorrectly?

A. Line 5          B. Line 4          C. Line 9          D. Line 3         E. Line 8

47.	In	which	line	is	there	a	spelling	mistake?

A. Line 7          B. Line 5          C. Line 6          D. Line 2          E Line 9

48.	In	which	line	has	an	apostrophe	been	used	incorrectly?

A. Line 2          B. Line 7          C. Line 8          D. Line 6          E. Line 3
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49.	The	word	‘isn’t’	(as	used	in	line	3)	is	an	example	of	what?		Circle	one	option.

 A. Contraction          B. Preposition          C. Subtraction          D.  Expansion          E.  Compound

50.	Are	brackets	used	correctly	in	line	1?

 A. Yes  A. No

Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow.

Thunderstorms
The action of rising and descending air within a thunderstorm separates positive and negative charges.  Water and ice 
particles also effect the distribution of electrical charge.  Lightning results from the buildup and discharge of electrical energy 
between positively and negatively charged areas.  Most lightning occurs within the cloud or between the cloud and ground.
The average flash of lightning could turn on a 100-watt light bulb for more than 3 months.  The air near a lightning strike is 
hotter than the surface of the sun!  The rapid heating and cooling of air near the lightning channel causes a shock wave that 
result’s in thunder.

51.	An	apostrophe	has	been	used	incorrectly	in	the	above	passage.		On	which	line	does	the	mistake	occur?

A. Line 6          B. Line 7          C. Line 3          D. Line 2          E. Line 1          

52. Which word best describes the temperature of the air near a lightning strike compared the surface of the 
sun?

A. Cold          B. Mild          C. Hotter          D. Boiling          E. Warm          

53. Which word from the passage is closest in meaning to the phrase ‘moving downward’.

A. Descending          B. Negative          C. Discharge          D. Average          E. Rapid          

54.	The	title	of	the	passage	is	‘Thunderstorms’.		Which	of	the	following	could	also	be	a	suitable	title?

A. The Sun           B. Lightning          C. The Stars          D. Weather          E. Electric

55.	What	should	not	be	used	in	the	above	passage?

A. Capital letters          B. Full stops          C. Speech marks          D. Apostrophe          E. Exclamation marks          

The	following	passage	contains	a	number	of	spelling	and	punctuation	mistakes.		You	have	to	find	the	
mistakes.		On	each	line	there	is	either	one	or	no	mistake.		Find	the	group	of	words	in	which	there	is	a	mistake	
and circle the letter underneath it.  If there is no mistake, circle N.

56.  McDonald’s is one          of the leading           restrant chains  in the world
  A    B    C    D   N

57.   touching the lives     of people            everyday, The  long journey
  A    B    C    D   N

58.     of the burger     brand started in 1940        (when two brothers         opened a shop
  A    B    C    D   N

59.     in California.      In 1948, the brothers     closed and reopened          it to sell only
  A    B    C    D   N

60.    hamburgers and  French fries.  It              was a very       successful venture.
  A    B    C    D   N


